Abstract. Let 5 be an ELA semigroup and let m(S) be the smallest possible cardinality of the set {s 6 S: Fs = {s)) as F ranges over the finite subsets of S. The main purpose of this note is to show that if m(S) is infinite, then S has exactly 22" (multiplicative) left invariant means. Proof. Let F0 E <3(S) be such that \ZFj = m(S). Let Z = ZFq. Suppose firstly that m(S) is finite. It follows from [5, Lemma 1] and from [4, Theorem A] that Z = tm(S) and t(S) = co Z in lx(S)*. Now suppose that m(S) is infinite, and let a be the smallest ordinal of cardinality m(S). We construct by transfinite recursion, a disjoint family {9t:
A semigroup S is said to be extremely left amenable (ELA) if there exists a multiplicative left invariant mean on S. (See [7] , [3] , [4] , [5] .) We denote by £m(S) (t(S)) the set of multiplicative left invariant means (left invariant means) on S. The cardinality of a set X is denoted by |A*|.
Investigations into the sizes of the sets of left invariant means on an infinite, left amenable, cancellative semigroup and on an amenable locally compact group are made in [1] , [2], [8] , [9] , [10] and [6] . In particular, Chou shows in [2] that the cardinality of the set of left invariant means on an infinite, discrete, amenable group is 22'C|. Our aim is to prove a limilar result for the ELA semigroup S.
The family of finite subsets of a set X is denoted by ^(A"). e G a) of subsets of Z such that 9e D ZF ¥=0 for all e E a and all F G f(S).
To this end, we well-order f^(Z) = [Fß: ß G a), and construct for each ß G a, a family {Af: e < ß) of subsets of Z such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Af n Ajf-0ife=M;
(ii) |Af | < | ß\ if ß is infinite, and Af is finite if ß is finite; (iii) ZF> n Af =j=0 whenever e <, 8 < ß; (iv) Af c Af ' whenever e < /? < /?,.
Suppose that y G a and that the families {Af: e < ß}, satisfying conditions (i)-(iv)> nave Deen constructed for ß < y. From (ii), we have |U{Af:e< ß<y}\<m(S). This completes the construction of the families {Af : e < ß) for all ß E a. Now set 9e = U {Af : ß E a) for all e G a. The family {f?e: e G a} is disjoint. Let F G ^(S) and e G a. We check that 0E n Zf =^0. Let x E ZF<¡ n ZF. Since Z,x) c Zf, it suffices to show that 0t n Zijc} ^=0. Suppose not. Then 9e n ZG =0 for all G G ^(Z) containing x. But the set of such G is of cardinality m(S), whereas, using (iii), the set of such G has cardinality at most |e| < m(S). So 9e n ZF ^0.
We 
